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Key Point: Republicans like James Comer and Jim Jordan have made clear that they

only care about political stunts designed to hurt President Biden in order to help their

leader Donald Trump and advance an extreme MAGA agenda. They have held failed

hearing after failed hearing and have found nothing the least bit incriminating on

President Biden, but that is not stopping them. President Biden has an unimpeachable

record to run on and Republicans can’t compete with that record so they are engaging in

more pathetic stunts - up to and including impeachment.

Toplines

● This bogus impeachment is a desperate attempt by MAGA

Republicans to distract from Donald Trump’s serious legal troubles. It

is no coincidence that Republicans have started this bogus impeachment process

shortly after Donald Trump was indicted on 37 felony counts over his improper

handling of classified documents. New damning evidence against Trump

continues to come out – including from Trump’s own admissions during

interviews – and Republicans are desperate to change the news cycle and protect

Trump and their MAGA agenda.

● This is nothing more than a pathetic political stunt designed by MAGA

Republicans to undermine President Biden and help Donald Trump

in order to push their extreme agenda. House Republicans have made clear

that their priority is trying to get Trump re-elected in 2024 and advance an

extreme MAGA agenda. If they are successful, they will gut Social Security and

Medicare and take away our fundamental rights, like the right to vote and the

right to have an abortion. They would rather waste their time with these stunts

than address the issues their constituents care about like health care, jobs, and

reducing gun violence.



● MAGA Republicans like James Comer and Jim Jordan have admitted

that their investigations into President Biden are about helping

Donald Trump get re-elected and hurting President Biden. Comer

recently bragged about the effects his investigations were having on Trump and

Biden’s 2024 poll numbers. And even before Republicans took control of the

House, Comer and Jordan made clear that their focus would be on politically

motivated investigations about President Biden in order to help Donald Trump in

2024.

● Republicans have found nothing on President Biden to warrant

impeachment. Despite years of investigations and months of hearings,

Republicans have found no evidence of President Biden committing any crimes.

Their entire playbook is to spread debunked and baseless conspiracy theories

before being forced to admit that they have no proof of anything. Chuck Grassley

even admitted that Republicans do not care about whether the allegations they

spread are accurate or not.

● Republicans are scared of Biden’s unimpeachable record delivering

results for the American people. The Biden administration has worked hard

for the American people, creating millions of jobs, lowering health care and

prescription drug costs, passing an historic infrastructure law, and putting the

pandemic in the rearview mirror. Republicans know they have nothing to offer in

comparison but partisan political stunts.
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For the latest information, talking points, and research that exposes the reality behind

Republicans’ political stunts targeting the Biden Administration, visit:

congressionalintegrity.org/resources.
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